**145678 - Professional English for Data Science**

dott.ssa Caroline Rosemary Chick

**TIMETABLE from 5/10/2022:**
Wednesdays 8.00 - 11.00. a.m. (Classroom 10)

The updated information on lesson times is available on the EasyAcademy platform.

**EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES** The seminar is aimed at providing students with both tools and strategies useful for English in the fields of study of the course and for carrying out assigned tasks, commenting on data and presentations. The seminar syllabus will be published via Esse3. For more information about alternative ways of fulfilling the language requirement, see https://offertaformativa.unitn.it/en/lm/data-science/foreign-languages

**ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS and ACTIVATION OF THE SEMINAR** The activity is open only to DATA SCIENCE master's degree students and will not be activated if there is not a sufficient number of students (minimum 10 student). The course includes 36 hours of lessons and is activated only in the 1st semester.

For admission to the seminar, B2 language skills are required to be proven by means of:
- passing the online placement test*, being eligible for at least one C1a level course (https://www.cla.unitn.it/en/540/placement-test);
- passing a B2b course at CLA (passing is valid for one year from the date of course completion);
- passing the CLA B2-level exam;
- hold a B2 international certification (see the list of certificates recognized by the Department posted at https://offertaformativa.unitn.it/en/lm/data-science/foreign-languages)

*Those who, between the two months and the two previous weeks, have taken the CLA placement test with an inadequate level must request the reactivation of the test by writing to segreteria.srs@unitn.it and indicating the date of taking and the level reached.

At the first lesson, students must present certification or demonstrate that they have taken the online test with an adequate result. If the admission requirements are met but, after the adequate meetings, the teacher deems the skills insufficient, the teachers may not admit the students to the seminar (giving them advice on how to fill in the gaps).

**REGISTRATION** Registration is mandatory and must be done online at http://www.sociologia.unitn.it/100/seminari-di-credito until 28/09/2022 (maximum number of subscribers: 20)

**EXCEEDING THE ACTIVITY** The minimum hours of attendance in attendance cannot be less than 75%; for the remaining 25% the teacher will be able to provide material and support for non-attending students in the forms she deems most appropriate. Verification of learning will take place on an ongoing basis and passing the activity will allow for the acquisition of 3 training credits.

For access, online registration is required as specified below. Participation in the seminar for at least 75% of the hours and the performance of the final exam will result in the award of 3 credits.